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Small wins. They are the reason that I start each day by making my bed in the morning. Small wins 
remind us that the formula for success is comprised of seemingly insignificant steps in the right 
direction. Small wins also help up to keep a proactive perspective when we happen to experience 
failure. Focusing on small wins makes it easier to identify the missteps taken along the way that, unless 
addressed, can cause us to fear the path we are on may actually be the wrong one.  

As it relates to investing perspective is as important as the individual investments that make up a 
portfolio. The technical term for perspective as it relates to the investing process, behavioral economics, 
studies emotional factors on the economic decisions of individuals and institutions and the 
consequences for market prices, returns, and the resource allocation. Mastering behavioral economics 
means we have mastered the ability to remove emotional decisions from the investing process, not an 
easy thing for the average investor, nor many investment professionals.  

If we are going to master behavioral economics we need to understand the contributing factors of both 
those who experience negative results, and those who experience positive results in making 
investments decisions. Once we understand the contributing factors we are able to offer a framework 
for successfully evaluating both short and long term performance of a portfolio.   

The Hiring Decision 

For investors, the decision to hire an investment firm is often driven, at least in part, by the firm’s track 
record of investing. This track record is regularly based on a long time period, 5-7 years in most cases. 
This is an important point, because a business cycle is defined as lasting approximately 6 years. This 
means that the average person could evaluate the success, or lack thereof, of an investment manager 
through both good times and bad of a full market cycle.  

Because the choice to hire an investment manager is based on a long term track record, that track 
record becomes the basis for success, and the expectation of the client. I personally believe this is fair; 
clients should be able to hold their investment advisor accountable to deliver similar results that were 
being articulated during the sales process.  

Clients are subject to becoming victims of poor behavioral economics when they lose sight of the 
previously mentioned point, that a decision to hire their investments manager was based on that 



manager’s 5-7 year track record. What inevitably occurs shortly after an investors executes a plan with a 
new manager is that the long term performance becomes the short term benchmark as well. This is not 
fair to either party, and it is the greatest contributing factor to emotional decision making.  

Take a close look at “good” and “bad” of investment strategies managed by Camelot Portfolios below. 
This analysis offers insight into how our journey to long term outperformance was littered with short 
term underperformance in one of our most successful strategies.  

Evaluating Success 

Here is a graph showing our equity income strategy, Premium Stock Dividend, from 12/31/2008-
6/25/2015. During this time period, Premium Stock Dividend had a gross return of 168.03% compared to 
its benchmark the IShares S&P Growth Allocation Fund which returned 86.33% during the same time 
period. Many investors consider this a dramatic outperformance and have hired us for these results, and 
similar results of our other core investments strategies.   

 

This becomes the standard that many clients set when they hire us. However, let’s consider what their 
first 9 months might have looked like when they started with us. This will give us an realistic perspective 
of short term success.  



Below is a chart of Premium Stock Dividend from 11/05/2010-08/08/2011. During this period it 
underperformed the benchmark by 1.87%  

 

Another example, 04/19/2013-01/21/2014, shows that Premium Stock Dividend underperformed by 
3.95%.  

 

Our final and most recent example shows Premium Stock Dividend underperforming the benchmark by 
2.27% from 06/30/2014-3/31/2015. 

 



 

The same strategy that outperformed it benchmark by 81.70% from 12/31/2008 to 6/25/2015 
experienced underperformance during three separate 9 month periods in a normal business cycle. 
Clients that invested in the strategy at or near the beginning of an underperforming period may have 
evaluated their portfolio after 9 months and felt that they had made a poor decision. However, as the 
track record proves, clients that focused on the long term perspective were rewarded with dramatic 
outperformance in the end.  

Aligning Expectations and Accountability 

Having an expectation to outperform a benchmark over a normal market cycle, 5-7 years, is reasonable. 
As the previous analysis shows, the path to outperformance can be scary at times when we only 
consider short term periods. For this reason it is not realistic for investors to view short term 
performance as the sole indicator of long term success. However, this also does not mean that 
accountability in short term should not exist.  

Measuring cash flow metrics of a strategy gives investors the ability to evaluate the success of a strategy 
in the short term. Cash flow is much more linear than daily price fluctuations of a stock, bond, or mutual 
fund. One way to evaluate the short term success of a strategy is to measure the amount of the cash 
flow it is producing for the investor that owns it. Cash flow should rise over time at a pace that supports 
the 5-7 year annual return of any strategy. In other words, during periods of underperformance, we 
should be able to increase cash flow and by purchasing additional shares at discounted prices. 

Let’s look at Premium Stock Dividend’s cash flow since inception. (Based on $100,000 initial investment)  

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
$4,814 $7,003 $7,731 $8,778 $9,860 $10,440 

 

Not all investment strategies will produce cash flow. Many growth portfolios may not be designed to 
reward investors in the form of a dividend payment, instead they use cash flow to reinvest into 



operations that contribute to growth or pay down debt. However, investors can still use cash flow 
metrics to measure short term success. Whether the more sophisticated investor evaluates the cash 
flow of each company in their portfolio (something we do), or investors measure the potential cash flow 
of their portfolio based on distribution rates of strategies with equal risk exposure (something we 
recommend).  

Summary 

If you hire a professional to manage your investments, be conscious of the factors that contributed to 
you hiring them in the first place. If your decision is based on a performance history of 5-7 years or 
more, then you need to agree on how the success of your account will be measured during shorter 
periods.  

The sad truth is that many clients fail as investors because they allow their emotions to direct their 
decision making. What’s worse is that many advisors fail to educate their clients that their short term 
results do not mirror long term success.  

The use of any chart or graph in the attached is not intended to be viewed as a singular aid in 
determining investment strategy.  Such visual aids are instead intended as a complement to other data, 
and like such other data, should be considered in light of consultations with professional investment tax 
and legal advisors. 

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. No current or prospective client should assume 
that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy (including investments 
and/or investment strategies recommended by the adviser), will be equal to past performance levels. 

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any 
specific investment will l either be suitable or profitable for a client's investment portfolio.  

The information presented herein is intended for educational purposes only, and is in no way intended to 
be interpreted as investment advice.  In considering the information presented, readers should consult 
their own professional advisers, as there is no substitute for personalized investment or tax advice. 

Historical performance results for investment indices and/or categories have been provided for general 
comparison purposes only, and generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial 
charges, the deduction of an investment management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which 
would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. It should not be assumed that your 
account holdings correspond directly to any comparative indices.  An investor may not directly invest in an 
index.  The iShares S&P Growth Allocation Fund seeks to track the investment results of an index composed 
of underlying equity and fixed income funds and is presented to represent a growth allocation target risk 
strategy.   

We have provided the performance of a specific strategy, selected for educational purposes.  Not every 
strategy in which Camelot manages is presented herein.  For a full list of investments and returns related 
to any of the strategies discussed herein, or any other strategy ever managed by Camelot, please contact 
Matthew Moses at mmoses@camelotportfolios.com. CAM A131 
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